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Unless You Repent 

Luke 13:1-9 

John Breon 

 

 Sometimes people talk about the “hard words” or “hard sayings” of 

Jesus. I’d put today’s passage in that category. Some of Jesus’ sayings are 

hard to understand. Some of them we understand all too well, but they’re 

hard to put into practice. Some are hard because they confront our hard 

hearts and challenge us. This section of Luke 13 is pretty clear but it’s also 

hard to hear. Talk of suffering and sin and repentance is tough. But if we 

won’t give up through all that, we’ll also find mercy and promise and help. 

 We can see the section from Luke 12:1-13:9 as a sermon or discourse 

by Jesus. One writer says the theme of this sermon is “vigilance in the face 

of crisis” (Joel Green, The Gospel of Luke. New International Commentary on 

the New Testament). That’s appropriate today, isn’t it? As we face the crisis 

of the spreading new coronavirus, and all the confusion and fear that 

surround it, we need to be vigilant, watchful, prepared, prudent. 

 The crisis Jesus was talking about is the coming of God’s kingdom 

and its demand that we make a decision. Jesus talks about the God’s 

kingdom coming now, in his person, in his life and ministry. He also talks 

about the future final coming of God’s kingdom and the separation of 

people who embrace the kingdom from those who reject it. In this section 

of Luke, he gives several examples of judgment and mercy. 

 The verses we’re reading today are the conclusion. We could see 

them as the invitation given at the end of the sermon. Jesus has been 

talking about final judgment. Now he says, “Repent or perish!” We like to 

sing Softly and Tenderly Jesus Is Calling. And he does that. But here his 

words are a demand for decision, a call to action. But he never lets us lose 

sight of God’s mercy. 

 As Jesus has been talking about judgment, some people in the crowd 

pipe up and interrupt him. “Did you hear about the group of Galileans who 

were offering sacrifices in the temple and Pilate had them executed, 

murdered, right there? That’s judgment, right? Was God punishing them?” 
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 Pilate here is Pontius Pilate, the Roman governor of Judea. We’ll see 

him again at the end of the Gospel as he’s involved in Jesus’ trial and 

sentencing to be executed. The picture we get of Pilate here is consistent 

with other accounts from that time about him being cruel and bloodthirsty. 

 And we remember him every time we say our affirmation of faith. Bob 

Tuttle was receiving some kind of award or recognition. As he accepted it, 

he said, “I’m as surprised as Pontius Pilate was when they told him he was 

going to be included in the Apostles’ Creed!” 

 Pilate is mentioned in the Creed as a reminder that Jesus suffered and 

died at a particular time and place in actual history. 

 The people who bring this up seem to think that the slaughter of 

those Galilean worshipers was somehow deserved, that it was an example 

of the judgment Jesus was talking about. Is there a note of self-justifying in 

that? Thinking something like, “I must be better since that didn’t happen to 

me.” 

 But Jesus responds, “Do you think those who suffered like that were 

worse sinners than any other Galileans? I tell you, no! But unless you repent, 

you too will all perish.” 

 Then Jesus brings up another tragedy that had happened fairly 

recently. The people listening to him would have known about it. He recalls 

eighteen people who died when the tower in Siloam fell on them. Siloam is 

a section of Jerusalem. He asks, “Do you think those eighteen who died 

there were more guilty than all the other people in Jerusalem?” Of course 

not! “I tell you, no! But unless you repent, you too will all perish.” 

 The slaughter of people in worship on Pilate’s orders is an example of 

what we call “moral evil.” It’s the evil people choose to do. It’s a result of 

freedom and the ability to act in ways that affect others. Pontius Pilate isn’t 

the only one who’s done that kind of evil. There are many examples in the 

Bible and across history. In more recent history, the twentieth century 

included many mass killings. From the genocide of Armenian people early 

in the century to the Holocaust in Europe to the Soviet Union to Cambodia 

to Rwanda, there were many examples of moral evil. I think the 9/11 attacks 

are another example. Any murder or abuse or human trafficking or racism 
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or mass shooting or any other harm we do to others gives us examples of 

this evil. 

 If you’re the victim of something like that, it’s not because you’re a 

worse sinner than anyone else. And we’re all called to repent of our part in 

any of that behavior. 

 The collapse of a tower that killed eighteen people in Jerusalem is an 

example of what philosophers call “natural evil.” I don’t believe God pushed 

that tower over, just like God didn’t tell Pontius Pilate to kill a bunch of 

people. There are more examples than we can count across human history 

of tragic accidents and devastating events like earthquakes, hurricanes, 

tornadoes, fires, diseases. Again, just in recent memory, there’s Hurricane 

Katrina—which some said was God’s judgment on the city of New Orleans. I 

don’t think Jesus would agree. There was the tsunami that wiped out a lot 

of East Asia. There was an earthquake in Haiti. There have been wildfires in 

lots of places. Now there’s this outbreak of COVID-19.  

 Just like God didn’t push the tower of Siloam over to kill those 

people, I don’t believe God sends all these things to punish people. The 

people who suffer in these events are not more guilty than anybody else.  

 It is tempting to assign blame for suffering. But Jesus puts a stop to 

drawing a direct connection between an individual’s sin and specific 

suffering.  

 

Jesus rejected the assumption that God was behind every event. …he 

rejected the idea that people could discern the disciplining hand of 

God in evil events. Rather than speculating on such matters, Jesus 

instructed his audience to concern themselves with their own 

relationship with God. (Gregory Boyd, Is God to Blame? 52) 

 

 And, when Jesus suffers at the hands of Pontius Pilate and Roman 

soldiers and Jewish leaders, there will be those who see him as deserving 

God’s judgment. But disaster and God’s judgment aren’t synonymous and 

experiencing tragedy doesn’t necessarily mean a person’s wickedness 

qualified them for it. 
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 Jesus announced that God’s favor is on the poor, the maimed, the 

blind, the crippled. That should have corrected any notion that someone’s 

financial, social, or physical condition always directly reflects their spiritual 

state. “That Jesus of Nazareth, Lord and Christ of God, suffered at the hands 

of lawless men should have buried forever the connection that argues that 

those who suffer are the worst sinners” (Fred Craddock, Luke. Interpretation 

Commentary.). 

 Remember, during Lent (and always), we want to listen to Jesus. 

What’s he saying here and what does it say to us? 

 Jesus uses these tragedies to remind us that life is fragile. Crises often 

come unexpectedly. Those Galilean worshipers didn’t expect to be cut 

down like that. People didn’t expect the tower of Siloam to fall. A few weeks 

ago, who thought a new virus emerging in China would lead to a worldwide 

panic and all that’s happening now?  

 And Jesus says those tragedies remind us that we’re all going to die 

someday. Sorry to break that news to you. One of my professors said, 

“Everyone dies. And if you live long enough you will too” (Arden Autry, 

“Biblical Eschatology”). 

 So the call to repent is urgent. Don’t put it off. Be ready for what’s 

coming in this life or at the end of this life. 

 On October 25, 2010, a massive earthquake set off a tsunami that 

struck some Indonesian Islands. The tsunami leveled whole villages, leaving 

hundreds dead or missing. According to the survivors, the deaths could 

have been avoided, or at least minimized, except the tsunami warning 

system—two buoys off the island—wasn’t working properly. So they didn’t 

alert the islanders of the coming danger. 

 Since 2004, experts worked to improve the tsunami detection 

network. Buoys are placed offshore to measure wave height. If there an 

unusual wave, the buoy transmits the information to shore. Unfortunately, 

many of the buoys had become detached and drifted away or sensors 

failed. That meant the buoys often failed to awaken people to the reality of 

future tragedy 

(www.preachingtoday.com/illustrations/2010/december/1120610.html). 

http://www.preachingtoday.com/illustrations/2010/december/1120610.html
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 But Jesus was determined to wake people up to their condition, to 

their need, to the danger of judgment—and to the rescue and new life he 

could give. What about our warning system? Do we keep telling Jesus’ 

message? Or are we detached? Have we drifted? Jesus entrusted the 

message of repentance and forgiveness to his followers, and that includes 

us (Luke 24:47).  

 What does Jesus mean by “repent”? What are we talking about? Jesus 

embodies the kingdom of God. He’s introducing it in the present age. And 

that calls for a change. If God rules and if God is active, our lives get 

reoriented. We need to stop lining up with the world’s way of doing things, 

with our own agenda. And, we need to start lining up with God’s way of 

doing things, with God’s program and agenda that Jesus is announcing and 

revealing. 

 In Mark’s Gospel, the first words Jesus speaks are, “The time has 

come. The kingdom of God has come near. Repent and believe the good 

news!” (1:14). In Luke’s Gospel, Jesus keeps trying to get his followers and 

those who would be his followers to reorient their lives. And that’s what he 

calls repentance. It includes a change in understanding who God is and 

what God’s purpose is. That change of thinking or believing relates to the 

change in how a person lives and relates to God and other people. 

 The Greek word the New Testament uses is metanoia. It means a 

change of mind or attitude, a change of direction. 

 Lesslie Newbigin was a long-time missionary to India. He tells about 

visiting a certain village there. No road went into the village. You got there 

by crossing a river, either on the south side or the north side of the village. 

The congregation had decided that Lesslie would come in from the south 

and they had prepared a festive welcome. There was music and fireworks 

and garlands and fruit and traditional ceremonies. Unfortunately, Lesslie 

somehow entered the village from the north, where he found not a 

welcoming congregation but only a few goats and chickens. What to do? 

Lesslie hid while word was sent to the congregation and the whole village 

did a kind of U-turn so they could face the other way. Then he made his 

appearance. 

 Newbigin explains: 
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This is what metanoia means. …The reign of God has drawn near, but 

you can’t see it because you’re looking the wrong way. You are 

expecting the wrong thing. What you think is “God” isn’t God at all. 

You have to be, as Paul says, transformed by the renewing of your 

mind. You have to go through a mental revolution; otherwise the 

reign of God will be totally hidden from you. 

(www.preachingtoday.com/illustrations/1999/december/12163.html) 

 

 I said there’s not only repentance and suffering and death in this 

section. There’s also mercy and promise and help. Let’s move to those 

realities. 

 Jesus tells a little parable about a man who had a fig tree growing his 

vineyard. When he went to look for fruit on the tree, he didn’t find any. So 

he told the caretaker to cut down the tree. Why should it use up the soil? 

 God expects followers of Jesus to bear fruit. There’s a connection 

between repentance and leading a fruit-filled life. Earlier, John the Baptist 

told the crowds that went to him, “Produce fruit in keeping with 

repentance” (Lk 3:8). If our lives are reoriented to the kingdom of God, if we 

relate to God through Jesus, it’ll show in our lives. Life with God produces 

new character, service, witness, words and actions like a fruit tree produces 

fruit. 

 But the fig tree in the vineyard wasn’t producing fruit. It wasn’t 

fulfilling its purpose. So the owner said to cut it down. But the caretaker 

said, “Sir, leave it alone for another year. I show it special care and fertilize 

it. If it bears fruit next year, that’s good. If it doesn’t, then we’ll cut it down.” 

 There’s the mercy. An extension. And extra care and help. The parable 

is about the fruit of repentance and God’s patience. God’s desire is that his 

people live fruitful lives in God’s kingdom. If we fail to do that—and we 

often do—God shows patience and extends mercy. God is showing that 

patience to everyone. Peter writes, “The Lord is not slow in keeping his 

promise, as some understand slowness. Instead he is patient with you, not 

wanting anyone to perish, but everyone to come to repentance” (2 Peter 

3:9). 

http://www.preachingtoday.com/illustrations/1999/december/12163.html
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 The extra care and the fertilizer show God’s gifts that help us bear 

fruit. Those gifts include our relationship with the Lord, the Holy Spirit’s 

presence and power and love in us, the Scriptures, other Jesus followers 

who encourage us and hold us accountable—and countless others. 

 Unless you repent, you can’t bear fruit. Unless you bear fruit, have you 

really repented?  

 It’s hard to change. We tend to resist it. Stephen Grosz is a 

psychiatrist who points to research that shows people don’t usually 

respond when a fire alarm rings. Instead of leaving the building 

immediately, we stand around and wait for more clues. Often, people still 

won’t move. In 1985, fifty-six people were killed when a fire broke out in 

the stands of a soccer match in England. Close examination of television 

footage later showed that fans didn’t react immediately and continued to 

watch both the fire and the game, failing to move to the exits. 

 And even if we do move, we often follow old habits. We don’t trust 

emergency exits. People almost always try to leave a room through the 

same door they entered. After a fire at a club in Kentucky left 177 people 

dead, forensic experts confirmed that many of the victims tried to pay 

before leaving and they died waiting in line. 

 Grosz concludes: 

 

After twenty-five years as a psychoanalyst, I can’t say that this 

surprises me. We resist change. Committing ourselves to a small 

change, even one that is unmistakably in our best interest, is often 

more frightening than ignoring a dangerous situation. We don’t want 

an exit if we don’t know exactly where it is going to take us, even—or 

perhaps especially—in an emergency. …we want to know what new 

story we’re stepping into before we exit the old one. 

(www.preachingtoday.com/illustration/2014/september/3091514.html) 

 

 What do we do with all this? Examine your heart. Say to God 

something like, “As far as I know my own heart, I’m willing for you to take 

from me whatever separates me from you and with your help I’ll change 

the direction of my life toward you and your purposes.” Maybe we need to 

http://www.preachingtoday.com/illustration/2014/september/3091514.html
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ask ourselves often, “Am I leading a fruit-filled life?” Someone shared this 

thought with me about this parable: “Do I thank God daily for providing an 

Intercessor for my having failed to bear spiritual fruit, and allowed me not 

to be ‘cut down’”? 

 Listen to Jesus. He knows what he’s talking about. Heed his warnings. 

Hear his call to change your heart and life so you can live a fruitful life and 

escape judgment. We can’t do that on our own. God gives grace and mercy, 

the Holy Spirit is working in us to make that turn, that change of direction 

possible. Will we surrender to God’s call through Jesus in the power of the 

Spirit? 

 


